Increased elastic recoil as a determinant of pulmonary barotrauma in divers.
The elastic and conductive behaviour of the lungs were studied in sixteen divers during an interrupted deflation from total lung capacity (TLC.) The results in six divers, who had suffered pulmonary barotrauma (PBT) during shallow water diving, were compared with the findings in a control group of divers. Conductive behaviour and mean lung volumes were similar in the two groups. Compared with the control group, the PBT group had higher maximum transpulmonary pressures and a lower static pulmonary compliance, and deflated their lungs earlier. In relatively stiff lungs, an even distribution of elastance may increase susceptibility to barotrauma, because the more compliant zones are subjected to a greater strain. Pulmonary barotrauma appears to select from the total population of healthy divers those with lungs of decreased distensibility.